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I would like to personally thank you for watching the Origins program. Origins was a special program, near to the heart of my late husband, Russell Bixler.

I trust that the information in this presentation will be helpful in your study of creation science. Thank you for your prayerful and financial support of Origins... you’re making the television production of this program possible.

Norma Bixler
Bones of Middle Ear
Growth of Long Bone

1. Removed here
2. Added here
3. Removed here
4. Bone is added inside the tunnels here
5. Epiphysis enlarges by the growth of cartilage here and its subsequent replacement by bone
6. Shaft elongates because cartilage grows here and is replaced by bone here

Must remove bone and add bone
Osteoblasts and Osteoclasts
Piezoelectric Affect
Osteoblasts, Osteocytes and Osteoclasts
Trabeculae Stress Lines

After Culmann and J. Wolff.
Compact Bone

Haversian system (Osteon)
Haversian Systems (Osteons)
Lacunae and Canaliculi in Osteon
Osteocyte in Lacuna
Reinforced Concrete
Mixing Clay & Straw to Make Bricks

There is no straw given to your servants, and they say to us, ‘Make brick!’

- Exodus 5:16 NKJV
Jesus’ Bones Ached for Our Sins

I am poured out like water, And all My bones are out of joint ...
I can count all My bones. They look and stare at Me. They divide My garments among them, And for My clothing they cast lots.
- Psalm 22:14a, 17-18 NKJV
Jesus’ Bones Were Not Broken

For these things were done that the Scripture should be fulfilled, “Not one of His bones shall be broken.”

- John 19:36 NKJV
The Human Eye
A Chemical Speedster!

For us to see, chemical & electrical reactions must take place in the proper sequence. The fastest photographic film requires the camera lens to remain open for $1/10,000$ of a second.

Biologists tell us that the eye’s photo chemistry is so fast that the first reaction takes place in one-five billionth of a second. This is $500,000$ times faster than our best film capabilities.

Darwin himself admitted that the human eye seemed to defy his theory of evolution.
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